Violet – An Emotional/Spiritual Aura Color
• Inspirational, visionary, charismatic, powerful, magnetic, dynamic, leaders and teachers
• They know they are here to do something important to help uplift humanity and the planet
• They are here as teachers/leaders to educate the masses and to inspire/create positive change
• They have a message to share with the world and feel a strong inner push to express it
• These are older souls who have an innate wisdom and intelligence not of formal education
• As visionaries, they see the future results they’re trying to create even if not knowing how to
• They’re natural performers who love being the center of attention; can channel inspired info.
• If uncentered, they can get scattered and overwhelmed taking on too many projects at once
OR can become stalemated, not knowing what to do next to accomplish their goals
• Meditation is very important for them so that they can learn to trust and follow their visions
• To many colors, their visions and ideals can seem unrealistic and impractical
• Freedom and independence are necessities so that they can accomplish their life purpose
• They often felt isolated and misunderstood in childhood and still can as adults
• They love to travel to broaden their horizons
• They have incredible emotional depth and compassion; can bond with a partner deeply
• They need an equal partner who shares in their visions and won’t hold them back
• They have a strong sex drive and are sexually attractive to other people
• They like being self-employed giving them the freedom to do their life’s work
• They feel fulfilled when they’ve effectively reached the world and inspired positive change
• Famous Examples: Oprah Winfrey, Martin Luther King, Jr., Nelson Mandela, Abraham
Lincoln, Barack Obama, John F. Kennedy (Violet/Yellow), Mahatma Gandhi
(Violet/Indigo), Mikhail Gorbachev, Bill Clinton (Violet/Yellow), Maya Angelou, Barbra
Streisand (Violet/Yellow), Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Eleanor Roosevelt, Al Gore,
Shakespeare, Deepak Chopra, Steven R. Covey, Steven Spielberg (Violet/Yellow), George
Lucas (Violet/Yellow), Michael J. Fox (Violet/Yellow), Christopher Reeve (Violet/Yellow),
Mel Gibson (Violet/Yellow).
The Life Purpose of someone with the primary color of Violet is to do what they do naturally –
to be the inspirational, humanitarian dreamer who is capable of envisioning and manifesting
that which others say cannot be done and raising human consciousness in the process.
The Basic Fear of someone with the primary color of Violet is the fear of not doing something
deeply meaningful and enlightening in their lifetime.
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Violets need work they can believe in and enjoy. There must be a higher purpose to it than just
making a living. Most Violets feel as though their life is a calling to do “some meaningful
work,” not for ego recognition but for humanity’s sake. They love to travel to expand their
minds and better understand how other people live. They require a great deal of freedom to
pursue their life’s work. All Violets have a desire to inspire, educate, or help the masses and
want to be able to do it from a position of financial independence. Writing and public speaking
are two of the most popular ways that Violets educate the masses. They also reach the masses
with their CDs, DVDs, audiobooks, websites, correspondence courses, training packages, emailed newsletters, radio and TV appearances, and their own seminars, lectures and workshops.
Violets are usually drawn to nine different career areas in order to reach the masses. They are:
(1) communications and media, (2) performing arts and entertainment, (3) teaching or lecturing
(especially on metaphysical and occult subjects), (4) psychology, (5) ministerial work, (6)
politics, (7) law, (8) humanitarian causes, and (9) healing. Typical Violet occupations include
the following:
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Activist
Actor/actress
Acupuncturist
Art therapist
Artist
Astrologer
Astronaut
Attorney/lawyer
Ayurvedic doctor
Broadcaster
Business owner
Chakra healer
Chiropractor
Clergy
Consultant
Designer
Developer
Director (film or TV)
Educator
Energy worker
Entertainer/performer
Entrepreneur
Environmentalist
Executive coach
Foreign language
interpreter

• Fundraiser for global,
humanitarian or
environmental causes
• Futurist
• Healer
• Human resources director
• International business
person
• Inventor
• Investment broker
• Judge
• Lecturer on metaphysical,
spiritual, psychological,
humanitarian or
environmental topics/issues
• Life coach
• Martial arts instructor
• Massage therapist
• Mediator/conflict
resolution expert
• Meditation leader
• Metaphysician
• Minister, priest, rabbi, etc.
• Missionary
• Monk or nun
• Motivational speaker
• Musician
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Naturalist
Photographer
Physician
Politician
Producer (film or TV)
Psychologist
Quantum physicist
Singer
Social worker
Spiritual leader, teacher
or counselor
Tarot card reader
Teacher (especially of
transpersonal psychology,
philosophy, religious
studies, quantum physics,
Ayurvedic medicine,
Chinese medicine and any
other consciousness
raising modality)
Therapist
Workshop facilitator
Writer
Yoga instructor (not just
the asanas, or postures,
but the whole system of
yoga)
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Typical Violet/Yellow Occupations
• Actor
• Acupuncturist
• Artist
• Athlete
• Chiropractor
• Comedian
• Dancer
• Doctor
• Environmentalist
• Fashion designer
• Graphic artist
• Healer
• Interior decorator

Magician
Massage therapist
Motivational speaker
Musician
Performer
Physical therapist
Pilot
Psychiatrist
Special effects specialist
Teacher (especially of art, exercise,
dance, or sports)
• Therapist or counselor
• Writer

Typical Violet/Tan Occupations
• Astronomer
• Businessperson
• Computer technician
• Editor
• Film, television personnel
• Financial consultant
• Government personnel
• Investor
• Journalist
• Land developer
• Lawyer
• Mediator
• Minister
• Musician
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•
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News broadcaster
Physicist
Politician
Printer
Professor
Psychologist
Public speaker
Publisher
Scientist
Social worker
Space scientist or researcher
Station manager
Teacher
Writer

Typical Violet/Green Occupations
• Advertising and marketing agent
• Bank owner or manager
• Business consultant
• Business owner
• Corporation president or owner
• Director
• Entrepreneur
• Financial broker
• Manager
• Owner of a radio or TV station

•
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•
•
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•
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Performer
Political backer
Politician
Producer
Publisher
Real estate agent
Seminar and workshop coordinator
Speaker
Stock market investor or advisor
Writer
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Sample subjects that typically interest Violets (not all will apply)
• Anthropology
• Ayurvedic medicine
• Chinese medicine
• Dream analysis and interpretation
• Emotional intelligence
• Energy healing (Angel therapy, Reiki, chakra balancing, psychic surgery, etc.)
• Herbs and spices (and other natural healing remedies)
• Journaling
• Meditation and prayer
• Metaphysics
• Mindfulness
• Mythology
• Neuropsychology
• Neuroscience
• Paranormal experiences (telepathy, clairvoyance, communicating with the deceased, etc.)
• Past lives
• Personality (and that which drives our behavior, beliefs, choices, values, etc.)
• Philosophy
• Positive affirmations and self-talk
• Psychology (especially transpersonal and Jungian psychology)
• Quantum physics
• Self-help literature
• Self-realization (self-actualization, self-transcendence, etc.)
• Sociology
• Traditions and philosophies with strong elements of mysticism and potential for spiritual
awakening interest Violets:
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Bahá'í Faith
Christian mysticism
Divine Science
Ghost Dance (Nineteenth century Native American)
Gnosticism (Christian)
Kabbalah (Judaism, Christianity, Occult)
Mantra
Meditation
Near-death experience
New Thought
Occult
Quantum metaphysics
Religious Science
Sufism (Islam)
Taoism
The Fourth Way
The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception (Rosicrucian)
Thelemic mysticism (Thelema)
Tibetan Buddhism
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Transcendentalism (Unitarianism)
Unity
Vedanta (Hinduism)
Wicca
Yoga (Hinduism)
Zen (Buddhism)

Tantra
Universal/spiritual laws
Visualization
Wisdom literature

For those of you that know other systems well I am providing the following table to assist in
your understanding of the VIOLET aura color.
The energy of the VIOLET aura color is most like...
Type #1 and Type #3
Any type
The Verbal-Linguistic intelligence
The Intrapersonal intelligence
The element Fire
The sign Sagittarius
The planets Jupiter and Ketu
The number 9
Pitta-Kapha dosha
The Magician and King of Cups
The Priest role
The Magician and the Ruler
The “Influence” and “Dominance” social styles
The “Mobilizer” and “Motivator”
The “Expressive” and “Driver” social style
The “Socializer” and “Director” social style
The “Visionary”
The “Idiosyncratic” and “Conscientious” styles
The Investigative, Artistic, Social and/or
Enterprising general occupational themes

in the following system....
The Enneagram
The Myers-Briggs System
The Multiple Intelligences System
The Multiple Intelligences System
Astrology
Astrology
Astrology
Numerology
The Dosha Type System
Tarot
The Michael Teachings
Carol Pearson’s Archetypes System
The DiSC Personality System
Travis Bradberry’s Personality Code System
Bolton and Bolton’s Personality System
Tony Alessandra’s Personality System
The “3 Sides of You” System
John Oldham’s Personality System
Strong Interest Inventory
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